RACING INCIDENTS
IN BRIEF OF IMMEDIATE PAST 6 RUNS

1st Race The Youngsters Plate Div - I

Cl-4Y, Maiden

1000 Mts.

1210⁄191303

ASHWA CHINTZ

Pn19 Jockey was observed to have lost contact with his reins as the same had
slipped however he regained the same soon thereafter passing the 200 metres & Jockey reported that his mount hung out from 500
metres onwards and thereafter was running green. M19-20 - 812⁄192913 veered out under the use of whip. 12⁄201169 met interference
passing the 400 metres

SUNCHASER

D20-21 - 32⁄21143 shifted out under use of whip, as such, the Apprentice has been cautioned, Near 200mts.

GREEN SATIN

D19-20 - 33⁄201957 met interference passing 900 mts. D20-21 - 43⁄21487 was found to be lame by

her left-fore leg.

QUEENSHIP
M20-21 -

1312⁄20368

Pn19 - 1210⁄191305 Jockey reported that his mount was running green throughout the race.
met interference passing 300 metres.

2nd Race The Youngsters Plate Div - II

Cl-4Y, Maiden

112⁄201745

1000 Mts.

HARLEY

D19-20 -

MASTER BHARAT

D20-21 - 52⁄21203 was inclined to lug-in in the straight. 232⁄21374 was tightened and steadied,

App reported that his mount ran unsettled during the race.

losing ground, at the start.
D20-21 - 32⁄21135 was tightened between HAVE MORE and THE ADJUTANT soon after the start
& checked to avoid colliding with the fallen horse Near 400 meters.

SHAZAM

D20-21 - 32⁄21132 Jockey reported that his mount was leaning inwards throughout the race.
Jockey reported that his mount was inclined to lug-in in the straight and he found it difficult to ride out his mount.

THE ADJUTANT

52⁄21192

D20-21 - 32⁄21136 was held up as LUCKY LIPS shifted inwards soon after the start.

PARANORMAL POWER
rd Race The Tic Toc Plate
ASHWA JAGIRA

3

Cl-I., 80 and above, (Lower Class Eligible)

VAZRA

D19-20 - 141⁄20(149) shifted out under the use of the whip in the straight.

1000 Mts.

0

D18-19 - 214⁄19287 was very fractious due to which the bridle, along with the equipment,cameoff. After
reaching the Starting Gates, the gelding wasfractious and did not allow all the declared equipments to be re-applied, as such, the gelding
was withdrawn. 304⁄193060 was extremely fractious inside the stalls andhurt himself and was in shock and was wobbling, as such, was
withdrawn before coming under starters order. D19-20 - 311⁄20(162) jumped out awkwardly at the start and Jockey was questioned with
regard to his riding in the final stages of the race wherein he was observed to have eased up his mount before passing the post.
182⁄201874 met

interference at the start.

NICHE POM
th Race The Medak Plate
BELLA MIA

4

D19-20 - 2412⁄191310 was withdrawn on compassionate grounds.

Cl-V, 1 - 26

1400 Mts.

D19-20 - 33⁄201975 was slowly away and Jockey has been for using his whip in excess of the
prescribed limit on his mount. D20-21 - 191⁄2123 was slowly away & lost about 2 lengths. 43⁄21454 met interference at the start.

NOOR
D18-19 - 154⁄192696 slow to begin and met interference at the start. D19-20 - 1810⁄19542 Jockey
has been fined for using his whip in excess of the prescribed limit on his mount. 811⁄19780 had sustained an injury on its head while
being saddled, as such, the mare was certified unfit to race. 252⁄2019312 was tightened for room and steadied at the start.
D20-21 - 232⁄21373 met interference approaching 900 meters. 43⁄21452 jumped awkwardly outward

SPARTAN X
at the start.

D19-20 - 33⁄201994 took a fly jump. D20-21 - 52⁄21(24) jumped out awkwardly, losing ground. 92⁄21273
met interference at the start.
jumped out awkwardly at the start & App reported that he lost his left stirrup due to the interference
at the start and met interference negotiating the bend.

MISS BLUE FAIRY

232⁄21405

D19-20 - 311⁄20(165) Jockey has been cautioned for keeping an erratic course under the use of
the whip in the final 300 metres. 182⁄2018512 met interference passing 300 metres. 33⁄201978 Jockey was observed to have unnecessarily
checked his mount on a couple of occasions between 1200 and 1100 metres and when questioned, he stated that his instructions were
not to go to the front but settle the filly in the mid-field and as he was in forward position, he tried to follow the instructions and had checked
his mount. D20-21 - 32⁄21186 App has been cautioned for travelling wide while negotiating the bend and in the early part of the straight.

TALENTED

D19-20 - 252⁄2019210 jumped out awkwardly at the start. D20-21 - 32⁄21130 was withdrawn on
veterinary grounds before coming under the Starters orders, as the filly was extremely fractious while being loaded and fell, hitting
the ground. The Veterinary Officer reported that the filly was in a state of shock after having hit her head on ground as she fell.
232⁄21370 was found to be suffering from Colic, as such, was withdrawn on Veterinary grounds.

ASHWA KAHIRA

D19-20 - 62⁄2016712 took a fly jump out and lost about two lengths. D20-21 - 221⁄21106 met

MY NAME IS NOBODY
interference soon after the start.

D20-21 - 32⁄21178 jumped out awkwardly and was slow into its strides. 92⁄21275 met interference
was slowly away and met interference at the start. 43⁄21455 met interference at the start & Jockey has been
at the start.
fined unnecessarily restrained his mount and dropped to last position and was content to be in that position till well into the straight
and travelled wide in the middle stages of the race and rode out in the straight when it was too late.

ORGANIC GREY

162⁄21355

D20-21 - 221⁄2176 took a fly jump, began awkwardly and was slow in the strides & Jockey reported
that his mount drifted out in the straight despite of his best efforts. 52⁄21246 lugged-out near 200 metres and again near 100 meters
marker. 232⁄21383 met interference Approaching 900 meters.

GOLDEN GUINEA

EMBATTLED

D19-20 - 62⁄201702 Jockey lugged out in the straight. D20-21 - 191⁄2146 met interference and lost ground.

D19-20 - 3110⁄19719 Jockey reported that the gelding had jumped out awkwardly and his leg
brushed the Gates and he was unable to ride out completely due to the pain. 141⁄201526 was inconvenienced at the start. D20-21 92⁄21285 was tightened for room and steadied, soon after the start & Jockey informed that his mount was inclined to run outwards
throughout the race and he found it difficult to ride his mount.

MASTER FRANKEL

D18-19 - 262⁄191706 Jockey has been cautioned for failing to persevere with his mount during the
was tightened and lost position soon after the start. D19-20 - 139⁄191710 walked out of the Gate and thereafter, did
race.
not raise a fluent gallop.

NIGHT HAWK
54⁄192524

D19-20 - 3110⁄19716 met interference at the start and again approaching 1200mts. 311⁄201652
began awkwardly at the start.
App has been cautioned for improper use whip, wherein, he had allowed his mount to shift-in
under the use of whip near 200 meters. D20-21 - 43⁄21457 was slowly away and lost about two lengths & The saddle was observed
to have slipped forward during the race.

ASHWA JAWALA

62⁄201703

5th Race The Himayat Sagar Plate Div - I
CUNCHO

252⁄201938

Cl-IV, 20-46, (Lower Class Eligible)
33⁄201969

1100 Mts.

D19-20 jumped out awkwardly at the start.
slowly away and lost about two
lengths at the start and Jockey reprimanded for failing to make any efforts to improve his position in the race. D20-21 - 92⁄21306
jumped out awkwardly and lost about 2 lengths, at the start & Jockey was cautioned for failing to exercise proper control over his
mount, wherein he had allowed his mount to shift-in sharply under the use of whip near 200 metres 43⁄21(43) met interference soon
after the start & An enquiry has been initiated into the comparative performance.

D19-20 - 252⁄201924 met interference between 150 Metres and 100 Metres. D20-21 - 232⁄21422
App has been cautioned for his incompetent riding in the final stages of the race.

TOO GOOD
JET RAFLE

D20-21 - 43⁄21432 veered outwards losing ground at the start & shifted inwards, Near 1000 metres.

MR SINGH

D20-21 - 221⁄21116 Jockey reported that he lost control of his whip momentarily near 300 metres.

DHATOORA

D19-20 - 2111⁄191018 slowly away and have broken a blood vessel. D20-21 - 221⁄21119 planted

and lost many lengths.
D20-21 - 162⁄213410 was tightened and lost position Soon after the start.

RAXION

D19-20 - 110⁄19354 was observed to have broken a blood vessel. 711⁄19733 met interference and
was also steadied near 500 metres. 2412⁄191290 was withdrawn on compassionate grounds. 141⁄2015012 was found to be lame by
her rightfore leg.

MERCI BEAUCOUP

D19-20 - 1012⁄191165 Jockey has been fined and severely warned for the future. D20-21 - 191⁄2160
appeared to be dehydrated and exhausted, as such was withdrawn.

RIOS PRINCESS

WALK ON BRAVE
passionate grounds.

311⁄201604

D19-20 - 1012⁄191174 met interference passing 900 metres. 141⁄201470 was withdrawn on comJockey has been advised to continue making an effort till past the Post.

6th Race The Himayat Sagar Plate Div - II

Cl-IV, 20-46, (Lower Class Eligible)

1100 Mts.

2

D19-20 - 2611⁄19107 met interference passing 1000mts. and Jockey reported that his whip broke
from the middle near 300 metres and dangled, rendering it ineffective.

KAFTAN

D20-21 - 32⁄211612 jumped out awkwardly at the start. 232⁄21400 was withdrawn before coming
under Starters order as the gelding was extremely fractious inside its Stall.

SUPERSTAR SUPREME

D19-20 - 112⁄201743 Jockey reported that his mount changed its legs during the race. D20-21 43⁄21434 was inclined to lug in during the race and soon after the start & App reported that his rein got entangled with his whip between
300 and 200 meters, had a minor injury in her mouth which was of no racing significance and had normal dentition.

BUMBLEBEE

D19-20 - 252⁄201944 met interference approaching 900 metres. and leaned-out at the bend and
The Nose Band used on was observed to have been loosely fitted and the equipment was unstable during the race. D20-21 232⁄21(39) met interference at the start.

ORALIE

MASTER STEPPER
D19-20 - 252⁄201894 was inclined to lug-in in the middle stages of the race. and Jockey reported
that his whip was entangled with the reins in the last 100 metres. 33⁄201953 met interference passing 900 mts. D20-21 - 52⁄21(23) was
eased off the heels of ASHWA SHWETA soon thereafter.
AMAZING JET

D19-20 - 1012⁄191155 Jockey reported loss of his whip approaching 300 meters.

ASHWA AGNEE

D20-21 - 221⁄21123 App reported that his mount lugged-in in the straight.

D19-20-33⁄201970 was examined at the Starting Gate and was found to be lame by the right-fore
leg, as such, was withdrawn before coming under Starters orders. D20-21 - 32⁄211710 was slowly away and lost about 2 lengths. 162⁄21368
was slowly away at the start. 232⁄21380 was found to be lame by its Left-Fore leg, as such, was withdrawn.

RAPID DECISION

SOLARIUM
of whip near 150 meters.

D19-20 - 2412⁄191332 Jockey suspend for excess used of whip. 241⁄20(158) Jockey reported loss

